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DIVERGENCE ANALYSIS OF BENDIX FEAruRE 

EXTRACTION AND CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

R. M. Dye, C. S. Chen 

Bendix Aerospace System Division, Ann Arbor, Michigan; 
The University of Akron, Akron, Ohio 

ABSTRACT 

Many investigators reporting on feat
ure extraction algorithms expect a decrease 
in recognition accuracy as an inevitable 
consequence of information loss. A feature 
extraction procedure is introduced which 
through empirical study indicates an im
provement in recognition rate beyond that 
of a maximum likelihood classifier while 
permitting computational economy as a result 
of dimensionality reduction. Average di
vergence is shown to have increased after 
the application of the feature extraction 
procedure. 

I. Introduction 

To realize computational economy 
of a pattern recognition system, the mea
surement data is generally treated in order 
to extract effective feature and to reduce 
the dimensionality of the data. Many in
vestigators reporting on dimension reducing 
algorithms expect a reduction in accuracy 
as an inevitable consequence of informa
tion loss. 

In this paper, a new feature extrac
tion and decision algorithm is introduced 
which is different from others in that the 
data transformation is performed for each 
category statistics. After the transfor
mation, the discriminant function in the 
transformed domain for each category is a 
Sum of squares of the transformed vector 
components, and hence could not decrease 
as the individual components are computed, 
squared and summed. It is thus possible 
to reject the hypothesis that the measure
ment data belongs to category wi. Whenever 
the discriminant function S(wi) exceeds the 
lowest S so far encountered it proceeds to 
the next group without completing the cal
culation for category Wi. Computation econ
omy is then realized. It is shown that the 
average divergence increases as a result 
of this transformation indicating possible 

gain in information for discrimination. 

II. Bendix Feature Extraction Algorithm 

If a measurement vector consist
ing of n components X is given, the maxi
mum likelihood classIfier assigns that 
vector to the i th pattern wi if the con
ditional probability P(wi/X} is the great· 
est among all h patterns [I,2J, that is, 

if P(Wi/!)~P(Wj/!), j=1,2, .. ,h 

then decide X E wi' where P(Wi/!) 

P(!lWi}P(Wi) 
p (15) 

p(X) and P(!/wi) are probabi1ity.den· 
sity ana conditional probability denslty 
functions, P(wi) is a priori probab1l1ty 
for pattern wi' 

If the conditional probability density 
function is assumed to he Gaussian as 

exp{'~(!'~lITKil(!'~i)} 

(2TI)nlZl!i I ~ 
where Ki = covariance matrix and ~i = mean 
vector-of the ith category of the obj~C~S, 
then it is shown [1,2J that the dis~rlm1-
nant function for the ith category 1S 

Si(wi) logel!il+(~'~i)T!il(!-~i) 
Ci + (!'~i) TKi l(~'~i) (l) 

The evaluation of the quadratic ~orm 
in eq. (1) requires (n+l) times n multlP~y 
and add operations for each category. o~_ 
a twenty-category problem with ten me asu= 
ment variables, 2200 multiply and add op 1 
erations would be performed for each p1xe . 
In the search for computational economYthm 
the following feature extraction algor1 
is used[3,4,S]. 
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(A) The procedure begins with a prelimi
nary transformation 

-J, T 
Ii=!:d.i C.~-l'!i) i=1.2.3 •..• h 

where ~i is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix; 
and ii, the normalized eigenvector matrix 
and l'!i the mean vector of the ith category. 
The eIgenvalues are so arranged that for 

A. 
-1 

(Ai) 1 

o 

o 

o 

(Ai) 2 

o 

o 

o 

o 

(Ai) 1 ~ (Ai) 2 ~ ... ~ (Ai)n 

The subscript i associated with A indicat
e~ that the transformation is performed 
WIth respect to the statistics of the i th 
category. 

(i) When this transformation is applied 
to the observed vector arising from 
the ith category. then 

E [Ii!~EWi] = O. 

E [IiliTI~Ewi]=!:iJ,1iTE{(~-l'!i)(~-l'!i)T) 
$iA:J, = A'-~$·TK·$·A·-~ A'~A'A7~ I _ _1 -1 _1 _1_1_1 _1 _1_1 

•••. (2) 
The implications are: 

(a) 

(b) 

(ii) 

The components of the vector y. 
are uncorrelated and have zero

l 

mean and unit variance. 
The expected value of squared 
Euclidean distance to the origin in 
the Ii space is n, for 

n 
E{IiTli} = E E[(Yi))·2] = n 

)=1 
However, if the transformation is 
applied to the observations from 
non-ith category. then 

B[Ii IYWi] • 0 

E[Iili TIYWi] = 

!:i~1iTE{(~-l'!i) (~-l'!i)TI~iwi}1iAi~ 
= G. 

-1 

This means that for all non-i th cate
gory samples, the components of Yi vector 
are correlated. It is the purpose of the 
next transformation to diagonalize the 
Qi matrix. 
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(B) Let (gi)l' (g;)2 ... ·• (gi)n be the 
eigenva~ues of Qi arranged into the 
des cend1ng orde rand (!i) 1. (!i) 2 • 
...• (!i) be their corresponding 
normal1zeR e1genvectors. 

The eigenvector matrix of Qi is fJrm
ed as 

and the following transformation is 
used 

!i = Yi Tli 

(i) If the observation arises from 
the ith category, the covariance 
matrix is still an identity matrix 
as 

E[l.l.TIXEW'] _1_1 _ 1 

YiTE[IiliTI~EWi]Yi 
= y.Ty. = I _1 _1 _ 

Therefore the components of "i are 
uncorrelated and each has unit var1ance. 
The expected value of squared Euclidean 
distance to the origin is n for 

222 
E{(zi)l + (zi)2 + " ,+(zi)n ) 

n 2 
l: E[(z·).] = n 
j=l 1) 

(ii) However, if the observation is from 
the non-i th category, 

E[l.Z.TIXiw.]=y.TE[y.y.TIXiw.]Y. _1_1 _ 1 -1 -1 1 - 1-1 

T y. G·y· _1 _1_1 

(gi) 1 O. • . 0 

o (gi) 2 

o 0 

o o 

The components of !i vector are also 
uncorrelated and 

2 2 
E[(zi)1]=(gi)1~E[(zi)2] 

2 
E[(zi)n] = (gi)n (gi)2 :: .•• .?: 

, 

( 3) 

The above transformations are per
formed for each of the h categories 
statistics. This amounts to calculating 
for each category through training the 
following: 



(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

the eigenvalue matrix Ai and the 
normalized eigenvector-matrix 1i of 
the ith category covariance 
matrix 15.i' 

the mean vector M· of the ith cate
-1 gory. 

the eigenvalues (gi)-' j=1,2,3, ... , 
h arranged into the descending order 
and the normalized eigenvector mat
rix Vi of the non-ith category dis
tribution. 

Once the training is completed, 
those information can be stored and are 
used in the pattern classification stage. 

III. Decision Process and the Compu-
tational Economy. 

The discriminant function S(wi) in 
~ domain is identical to that in X domain 
as 

Which indicates that the characteristics 
of the maximum likelihood classifier is 
retained if all components of Zi vector 
are used in the pattern clas5i~lcation 
stage. 

To realize the computational economy, 
note that the discriminant function S(wi) 
in the Z domain is a sum of squares of 
the components of Zi and hence could not 
decrease as the inaividual components of 
~i are computed, squared and summed. 
It is thus possible to reject the hypoth
esis that! EWi whenever S(Wi) exceeds 
the lowest S so far encountered and 
proceed to the next group without com
pleting the calculation for category wi' 

It is proven in the previous section 
that if the hypothesis XEwi is correct, 
the expected value of S(Wi) is 

E[S(wi) i!<H;l = E[Ci]+¥ E[(zi/] 
j =1 J 

on the other hand, if the hypothesiS is 
incorrect, the expected value of S(wi) is 

n 
l: (gi) J' 
j=l 

If the eigenvalue (gi)l is large, 
say greater than n, then the hypothesis 
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can be rejected upon the evaluation of the 
first component of Zi requiring only 11 
multiply and add operations for the 10 
variable example in the earlier section. 
The full benefits from such early rejec
tion will be realized only when the firstl 
few components of Zi computed are those 
associated with the highest relative vari
ance as indicated by the elements of gi' 

IV. Divergence Analysis 

The divergence J(wi,Wj) between 

two classes Wi and Wj is defined [6,7] as 

J(wi,Wj) 

[p(!<.i Wi ) 
P(XIWi) dX 

P (!<.I Wj) 

which is in a sense a measure of the de
gree of difficulty of distinguishing Wi 
and Wj. The larger the value of J(wi,wi) 
is, ,he less the degree of difficulty o~ 
distInguishing between classes Wi and Wjo 

If P(!<.lwi) and P(!<.lwj) are of 
Gaussian distributions with mean vectors 
~i, ~j and covariance matrices !i and !jo 
J(wi,Wj) becomes [6,7], 

J(wi,Wj) 

-1 T ] =~trace[!i (!j+(~i-~j)(~i-~j) ) 

+~trace[K:l(K·+(M·-M·)(M·-M·)T)]-n (4) -J _1 _1 -J _l-J 

For the two-class Gaussian distributions, 
the recognition rate appears to be bound
ed above and below by an empirical re
lationship with the divergence [8,9,10, 
11,12]. 

The use of divergence is extended 
to the multicategory caSe by taking the 
average overall class pairs as,for h 
classes, 

1 h-l h 

h(h-n l: l: J(wi,Wj) 
i=l j =i+l 

For Gaussian distribution, Jave becomes 

h 
1 

h(h-l) 

h-l 
[l: 
i=l 

l: J(wi,Wj)] 
j=i+l 

h 
l: 
j=l 
j!i 

(K·+(M·-M·) (Mi-W)T)] -J _1 _J _ _J (5 ) 



f:. ~ __ 

If the Bendix transformation des
cribed in the previous section is used, 

T -1, T 
!i = ~i !i 1i (!-~i) 

n 2 
+E E[(!i) K I wJ"l} -R 

K=l 

and the average divergence Jave is 

1 
J ave= 2h (h-l) 

n h h 
EEL 
K=l i=l j=l 

j#i 

(6) 

( 7) 

It is shown earlier that (eq.(3)) 

h T 
E[!i!iT1!iiwil=j=lP(Wj)E[!i!i Iwjl 

Hi 

(gi) 1 0 0 

0 (gi) 2 
(8 ) 

0 
0 

0 0 (gi)n 

and if P(Wj) in eq. (8) is equal to con

stant 1 ,then from eq. (8) 
h-l 

h 
E E 
j=l 
j!"i 

(9) 

Substitution of eq. (9) into eq. (7) 
yields 

1 
J ave = 2h (10) 

After the Bendix transformation)if 
only the first m components of !i are 
retained for dimensionality reduction 
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purpose, the average divergence becomes 

m h 
1 L L (gi) _ m 

2h K=l i=l K 2 
(11) 

and the change in the average divergepce 
is 

1 
nJave = Jave-Jave 

1 n 
-L 
2hK=m+l 

(12) 

In a problem with n original vari
ables, most of the n eigenvalues 
(gi) K' K=l, 2, .... , n will be substant
ially greater than unity and usualJy some 
will be less than unity. If only the 
first m components of !i the correspond
ing eigenva~ues (gi)K' K=1,2, .. ,m of 
which are greater than unity are retained, 
then ~Jave of eq. (12) becomes 

h (n-m' 
E 1 - -'!!.....:::L = 0 
i=1 2 (13) 

which means the average divergence after 
the application of the Bendix algorithm 
increases in value, and thus indicates 
possible information gain for discrimi
nation. 

V. Conclusion 

A new feature extraction algor
ithm is introduced which is different from 
many other reported schemes in that the 
data transformation is performed as many 
times as there are number of categories. 
Hypothesis that each measurement belongs 
to a particular category is either accept
ed or rejected upon computation of the 
discriminant function of each category. 

The average divergence is shown to 
have increased in value after the appli
cation of the algorithm indicating poss
ible gain of information. 
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